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ABSTRACT
Concept drift refers to the phenomenon that concepts change their
intensional composition, and therefore meaning, over time. It is a
manifestation of content dynamics, and an important problem with
regard to access and scalability in the Web of Data. Such drifts go
back to contextual influences due to social embedding as suggested
by e.g. topic analysis, news detection, and trends in social networks.
Using DBpedia as a source of timestamped Linked Open Data, we
analyze the interaction between a sample of popular keywords,
as recorded by Google Trends, and their respective concept drifts
in DBpedia. For the latter task, we deploy SemaDrift, an ontology
evolution platform for detecting and measuring content dislocation
dependent on context modification. Our hypothesis is that social
embedding and awareness is an important trigger for concept drift
in crowdsourced knowledge bases on the Web.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rather than remaining stable, permanent, and fixed, the meaning
of concepts changes over time. The Historical Thesaurus of the
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Oxford Dictionary of English1 shows how definitions attributed to
words are different in different periods of history. In the Dutch
historical censuses (1795-1971) [15] the taxonomy of occupations
shows an extraordinary variation every decade, in line with the
major transformations of labor in the society of that time. We call
the change of meaning of concepts over time concept drift. Concept
drift can have drastic effects in the performance of a system, like
changing queries and inconsistent analyses.

What causes concept drift to occur in these systems? In the spe-
cific setting of the Semantic Web [3] (now also referred to as Web of
Data), concepts in ontologies and taxonomies are regularly updated
by humans in order to “reflect changes in the real world, changes in
user requirements, and drawbacks in the initial design” [23]. Hence,
concept drift in semantic systems has a traceable and direct origin
in humans. However, the more recent trend on Linked Data [9] in
the Semantic Web, rather than manually building these ontologies
and taxonomies, has automated the way in which semantic systems
obtain their concepts. A canonical example is DBpedia [14], which
relies largely on automated knowledge extraction methods to cre-
ate Linked Data out of Wikipedia2. In this situation, the causes of
concept drift become more difficult to trace.

There are various plausible explanations for the origin of concept
drift in complex systems. One of them is the interaction of evolv-
ing context with evolving content. Social awareness (instigated by
events or the media) triggers a process of knowledge sharing on
the Web. This process often results in changes in knowledge bases,
which may have an impact in the meaning of concepts. Wikipedia,
the biggest collaboratively-built knowledge base of the Web, has
been criticized for “allegedly exhibiting systemic bias, presenting a
mixture of truths, half truths, and some falsehoods, and, in contro-
versial topics, being subject to manipulation and spin” [18]. It is then
worth considering whether the controversy, novelty or burst of a
topic has an impact on how reality is formally defined in knowledge
bases derived from Wikipedia, such as DBpedia [14].

In this paper we propose a framework tomeasure the influence of
user engagement on theWeb with its effects on concept drift inWeb
crowd-sourced databases. We are interested in the process of public

1http://public.oed.com/historical-thesaurus-of-the-oed/
2https://www.wikipedia.org/
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opinion influencing the feature composition of concepts as captured
by automatic means. Hence, our research question is: what patterns
of influence can we discern between trends in queries byWeb users, and
concept drift in crowd-sourced databases? To address this question,
we propose a tool chain that quantifies the trendiness ofWeb queries,
and confronts it withmeasures of concept drift for Linked Data. This
tool chain consists of SemaDrift [20], a concept drift measuring
platform; Google Trends3, an index of the popularity of Web user
queries over time; and the different versions of DBpedia accessible
via Linked Data Fragments (LDF) [27].

Concretely, the contributions of this paper are:
• An automated and systematicway for retrieving time-specific
concept intensions from Linked Data sources (Section 3.1);

• A framework for studying the relationship between the pop-
ularity of Web user queries and the drift of their associated
concepts over time (Section 3);

• An experimental application of this framework to recent
Web trending queries and the latest snapshots of DBpedia
(Section 4).

2 RELATEDWORK
The problems of semantic change and drift concern various research
fields. In the areas of Semantic Web and knowledge representation,
ontology evolution [13] addresses “the timely adaptation of an
ontology and consistent propagation of changes to dependent arti-
facts” [1]. Features of evolution have been studied [22] and used
for prediction using machine learning [17]. Gonçalves et al. [7]
use Description Logics to calculate differences between ontologies
(so-called semantic diffs). Wang et al. [28] define the semantics of
concept change and drift, and how to identify them. General sur-
veys of semantic change in other fields, including language, have
recently appeared [20]. On the use of trends of Web user queries
and changing semantics, the work by Tiddi et al. [26] illustrates
the use of knowledge from the Semantic Web to explain patterns in
data, in particular on finding causes for trending queries in Google
Trends. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work addresses
the cause-effect relationship between trends and concept drift.

Standard means of observing changes in content include e.g.
recognizing news in texts by topic detection and tracking [2], and
new event or burst detection [16], which are in essence similar to
time series analysis. Significant solutions range from extracting
time-varying features from texts [24] to constructing timelines
for event classification based on word usage statistics [25] and
personalized newsfeeds based on information novelty [6]. In the
latter, the inter- and intra-document dynamics of documents is
considered to model how information evolves over time from article
to article, as well as within individual articles. Such methods can be
applied to the analysis of temporal dynamics in online text streams
such as newsfeed or e-mail [11, 12], or chronologically ordered
documents [5]. These are models typically based on graph theory
vs. vector space methods vs. probability theory, capturing local vs.
global context of content as a basis of the results, therefore our
current models of content are context-dependent. However, this
dependency, although acknowledged, is typically not quantified, a
precondition for improved models.

3https://trends.google.com/

In general terms, another relevant track is research into time
series of content. From a Natural Language Processing (NLP) per-
spective, a typical example is to study diachronic collocations: a
word’s company (its collocates) may change over time, reflecting
changes in that word’s meaning and/or in the focus of the discourse
in which it is embedded. However, traditional collocation extrac-
tors treat the underlying text corpus as a homogenous whole, and
thus cannot adequately account for such diachronic changes in
a word’s collocation behavior, hence the need for a combination
of diachrony and contextuality [10]. From an information science
perspective, the study of conceptual dynamics [4] offers another
comprehensive set of considerations. By the mathematical models
they exploit, both tracks preserve the underlying contextual depen-
dency of word content or meaning, ultimately going back to Harris’
distributional hypothesis [8].

3 TRENDING CONCEPTS AND CONCEPT
DRIFT

In this section we describe a workflow for studying the relationship
between the popularity ofWeb user queries and the drift in concepts
contained therein:

(1) We use an extended LDF client to systematically retrieve
time-specific concept intensions of a chosen concept C (see
Section 3.2) from compatible Linked Data sources with the
Linked Data Fragments backend4;

(2) Using the concept intensions retrieved in the previous step,
we use SemaDrift [19] to measure intensional concept drift
over int(C). This represents how much the concept C has
drifted in a certain time period;

(3) Finally, we confront values of Trend and Drift, and we
observe the relationship between measurements of concept
drift for the concept C , and measurements of popularity for
a Web user query q(C) that matches C .

3.1 Temporal DBpedia Concepts with LDF
Wikipedia is “a free online encyclopedia with the aim to allow any-
one to edit articles”5. Aligning with the mission of Linked Data
and the Semantic Web, DBpedia [14] aims at extracting structured
content from Wikipedia, providing a means for semantically query-
ing relationships and properties of its content. We assume this
structured content of DBpedia resources to formally represent the
meaning of their associated concepts. In this first step, we select a
concept of interest C , and we query DBpedia to get the intension
of C , int(C) (i.e. its defining properties), at various points in time.

Querying massive Linked Data sources like DBpedia entails
various challenges. One approach includes submitting processing-
intensive queries to SPARQL endpoints; another approach is to
download and locally query massive data dumps that are possibly
not up-to-date. Linked Data Fragments (LDF ) provide a conceptual
framework that delivers a uniform view on RDF interfaces, aim-
ing to minimize server resource usage while still enabling clients

4To the best of our knowledge, currently DBpedia is the only Linked Data source
with such support.

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
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to query data sources efficiently [27]. In this work, we have de-
ployed an openly available Java LDF client6, which we extended
for measuring intensional drift via the SemaDrift API.

3.2 Concept Drift and SemaDrift
To measure concept change between two versions of an ontology,
we use the concept drift framework proposed by Wang et al. [28],
which quantifies the change of meaning of concepts over time.
In this framework, the meaning of a concept C is defined as the
combination of its intension, extension, and label. The intension of
C , int(C), is the set of formal, explicit properties that axiomatically
define C . The extension of C , ext(C), is the set of its instances. The
label of C , label(C), is a human-readable string representing C .

Over time, int(C), ext(C) and label(C) can change, and compro-
mise the identity and traceability of C . To address this, the frame-
work assumes that int(C) is the disjoint union of rigid and non-rigid
sets of properties, int(C) = intr (C) ∪ intnr (C)). intr (C) uniquely
identifies C by some essential properties that do not change. This
allows the comparison of two variants of a concept at different
points in time, even if intnr (C), ext(C) or label(C) change.

If two variants of C at two different times have identical int(C),
ext(C) and label(C), then there is no concept drift. Otherwise, the
framework defines intensional, extensional, and label similarity
functions simint 7→ [0, 1], simext 7→ [0, 1], simlabel 7→ [0, 1] to
quantify meaning similarity. Then, there is extensional (intensional,
label) concept change between two variants of C , C ′ and C ′′, iff
simext (C ′,C ′′) , 1.

Using the above definitions as its foundation, SemaDrift [20]
constitutes a cutting edge suite of metrics and tools for measuring
concept drift in different versions of an ontology, under an ontol-
ogy evolution perspective. As demonstrated in [21], SemaDrift is
totally domain agnostic, offering the capability of applying the un-
derlying metrics and methods to any ontology originating from
any domain of application. The platform consists of (a) an API
for programmatically accessing the core drift measuring meth-
ods, (b) a Protégé plug-in [19], and, (c) a standalone desktop ap-
plication. The full suite is available at http://mklab.iti.gr/project/
semadrift-measure-semantic-drift-ontologies.

In this work we are deploying the core SemaDrift API, and we are
particularly monitoring intensional drifts of DBpedia concepts; i.e.
each DBpedia entry is essentially a class instance with associated
properties, thus it makes no sense to measure drifts in its extension
(instances have no extension) or label (entries in DBpedia maintain
their labels unaltered).

3.3 Confronting Trends with Drift
Google Trends (GT) is a Web service that shows how often a par-
ticular search-term is entered relative to the total search-volume of
the Google Search engine. For example, it is possible to compare the
relative volume of queries between the search terms Donald Trump
and climate change in a certain time period. These relative volumes
of search-terms are given with a measurement from 0 (no volume)
to 100 (maximum volume). In order to obtain these, a matching
needs to be made between the chosen concept of interest C and
its corresponding search-term query, q(C), which is not trivial. For

6https://github.com/LinkedDataFragments/Client.Java

Figure 1: Chosen concepts andGT scores (2014-01 – 2016-04).

example, the DBpedia concept Terrorism in the European Union only
matches the search-term terrorism in europe in GT. In this workflow
we align C and q(C) manually. Next, we normalize the GT scores
by picking a comparatively popular and stable topic over time that
sets the maximum score (e.g. iPhone).7 All subsequent trend scores
for other concepts are relative to this reference concept. We define
the GT score for a conceptC at time t asGT (C, t). Finally, we define
the two proxies of popularity and trendiness of a concept, p(C), t(C),
as the arithmetic mean and standard deviation over the GT scores,
respectively:

p(C) = 1
n
∑
GT (C, t), t(C) =

√
1
n
∑ (GT (C, t) − p(C))2

4 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
In order to evaluate our framework, we propose a preliminary
experiment to measure the relationship of Web user queries in the
intensional concept drift of DBpedia concepts between January of 2014
and April of 2016. By this we adapt Harris’ distributional hypothesis
to RDF statements, i.e. we assume that intensional concept drifts go
back to the social embedding of the detection environment, in other
words, the feature composition of concepts is context-dependent.

To do so, we sample a small (N = 11) set of DBpedia concepts C
and their equivalent search-terms q(C) GT scores on that period.
The chosen concepts, together with their GT scores over time,
are shown in Figure 1. We chose these concepts considering one
interest group, with both trendy and popular concepts (iPhone,
Donald Trump, Pokemon); and a control group, with concepts of
scarce trendiness and popularity (Mona Lisa, Colonization of Mars,
Battle of Stalingrad).

4.1 Results
We use SemaDrift to calculate the intensional concept drift values of
int(C) for the chosen set of concepts of Figure 18. Figure 2 confronts
these intensional concept drift values with their popularity/trendi-
ness p(C), t(C) scores derived from GT.

In Figure 2 we can observe an expected distribution over the
x-axis of non-trendy vs. trendy concepts, to the left and the right,
respectively. However, the patterns of intensional concept drift
with respect to variations in trends are not as expected. Quite

7We do this by using GT’s Most searched feature over matching time periods.
8A detailed table with all drifting values and relevant predicates can be found at

https://goo.gl/yQ531r.
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Figure 2: Trendiness vs. intensional concept drift.

the contrary: the highest concept drift measurements correspond
to concepts with the lowest popularity/trend scores. In particular,
concepts like Mona Lisa, climate change and Battle of Stalingrad
have very low t(C) scores (0.13, 0.33, 0.09) but very high concept
drift (1.56, 1.73, 1.74). Contrarily, concepts with the highest t(C)
scores, such as Donald Trump (8.99), Pokemon (2.29) and iPhone
(6.75)), have increasing values of concept drift (1.53, 1.16, 1.36) but
never reach that of the non-trendy concepts. Less popular, but very
trendy concepts such asDonald Trump change their relevance when
observing p(C), but the tendency to score less concept drift prevails.

These two unexpected patterns could be explained by the experts
vs crowds hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, most significant edits
in Wikipedia in a concept C (which derive in high drift scores) are
poorly explained by querying trends over C , but much related to
a tiny amount of Wikipedia curators (the “experts”) taking care
of domain-expert content (i.e. Mona Lisa, Battle of Stalingrad). So,
experts would be responsible of concept drift in less trendy topics.
However, the “crowds” seem to be able to influence concept drift
approximately linearly (Pokemon, iPhone, Donald Trump) beyond a
certain trendiness threshold. This would explain high-quantity/low-
quality edits in Wikipedia derived from controversy and popularity,
and relate to the popularity required to score some increasing con-
cept drift by non-experts. Despite this, highest trend values do not
seem to involve deep intensional changes in concepts, which only
occur in expert curated, low-trendiness concepts.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we study the influence of trending Web queries over
the fundamental properties of collaborative Web knowledge bases.
In the period of 2014 January-2016 April and a small sample of
concepts with variable popularity, we find patterns that fit the
possible explanation of two conflicting trends (“experts vs. crowds”)
with competing influence on intensional concept drift. We plan
to add scalability to our framework in order to confirm the above
findings, and to investigate automatic mapping methods between
concepts and their corresponding search-term queries.
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